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1 
 
 

To learn about different ways of seeing 

themselves.  

To develop ideas about themselves and how they 

are similar to and different from others. 

Play would you rather game. 

Discuss how we are similar and different to each 

other as a circle time activity. 

Use You Tube video or book to read The Lost Sheep 

story in preparation for next session 

 

I can talk about what choices I like to make. 

I can identify some ways I am special or different to 

other people 

 

PSHCE 

 

Literacy, Speaking and 

Listening 

 
2 
 
 

To consider how they feel about belonging in 

school, at home and in other ways. 

To consider the idea that some people say they 

belong to God 

Read the story of the Lost Sheep or watch on You 

Tube video. Discuss story using smart notebook as a 

prompt. Ask who do we belong to? HLTA to record 

ideas on whiteboard. Why is belonging important.  

Activity - Draw pictures of people / groups that 

they belong to and label underneath.  

Plenary: Children to share some of their work. Ask 

why these groups/friendships are important. What 

would happen if we didn’t belong to anywhere? How 

do we know if someone belongs to God? 

 

I can talk about who I belong to in relation to family, 

friends and school. 

I can recall the name of a sign of religious 

Literacy 

PSHCE 
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“belonging”  (e.g. Christianity) 

 
 
3 
 
 

To think about being thankful, asking for help, 

saying sorry. 
 

Circle time discussion, talk about 4 very important 

words please, thank you, sorry and I love you. Use 

talking partners and role play scenarios to discuss 

why these words are special. What does it feel like 

when someone doesn’t use them and vice versa. Show 

video “Tomato Says Sorry” and ask children using 

talking stick to share when they did/didn’t say sorry. 

Plenary: Sing harvest song (thank you lord) and ask 

what are we singing about? 

Extension: To think about forgiveness. 

 

I can think about my feelings and other people’s 

feelings  

PSHCE 

 
4 
 
 

To learn about symbols and promises made at a 

Christian wedding. 
 

Make a class block graph showing how many children 

have been to a wedding. 

Brainstorm why people get married (discuss 

belonging from previous weeks) 

Watch Royal Wedding video of what happens during 

a wedding, then discuss what symbols they 

saw/heard  ie prayers, promises, wedding rings, 

hymns, clothes etc. 

Activities  HAP: Order symbols in order of 

importance and give a reason why they think that 

MAP: Draw and label symbols from a Christian 

Maths (data handling) 

English 
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wedding 

LAP – Label main symbols of a Christian wedding. 

 

I can recognise some symbols that show two people 

are getting married such as rings, clothes, prayers. 
 
5 
 
 

To learn about being a family member, a group of 

friends, a school and the human race. 

Share HLTA’s box of belonging, show a little bit at a 

time and get the children to guess what the objects 

are.  Ask what do they mean/why are they special. 

Discuss that they also show who I am and where I 

belong. In a circle ask the children to place the 

objects into hoops to show belonging to myself, 

family, friends, clubs, Rotherham and God. 

 

Encourage to think about what they would put into 

their box of belonging. Ask children to bring in 

objects/photos of where or to whom they belong for 

next week. 

 

I can talk about some of the ways we belong 

together. 

 

 
6 
 
 

To consider the idea that we belong to God. Recap whole half term on belonging (use smart 

notebook)  

Sit children in a circle and make a class collage to 

think about what are the signs of belonging to God 

or to the Christian community. Can they select 

pictures/words to show how someone might belong 
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to God. Have available blank cards for HLTA to write 

words to add to collage (feelings of belonging, or 

objects that are suggested where no photo is 

available) Have available Christianity objects, and 

photos for children to put onto the collage. Take a 

photo of the class collage to use as assessment 

evidence. 

Activity 

Can the children now make their own 

drawings/poster/collage of belonging/who am I? 

Showing who or where they belong to and 

objects/words that remind them they belong. See 

smart notebook and example. 

LAPS- To concentrate on one area of their belonging 

MAPS – Two different ways of their belonging 

HAPs – Three different ways of their belonging 

 

I can talk about some ways Christians belong to 

their religion. 
7 
 

Assessment week N/A 
Finish previous work. 

 

8 
 
 

To consider the idea that we belong to God. Finish previous work.  

 


